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Dear Member,
I do hope that your families and you have had a pleasant month.
I am privileged to be handed the baton of carrying forward the legacy
of this iconic club. For the past 18 years of my career I have been
associated with and have had the good fortune of working for some
incredible luxury hotels. What has remained a constant is the ideology
that above all; memorable experiences must be created for all guests
and in this scenario, I will strive to do the same for all our members.
I also look forward to continuing the sense of community that has been
the very foundation of our club. Over the course of this month and in
the immediate months that follow, I look forward to meeting each one
of you and your families, getting to know you better. Should you wish
to reach out to me, I can be contacted at daroga-tusch@dlf.in.
Last month weather conditions were not conducive largely for outdoor
activities and many families had to stay home or chose to travel to
various locations across the globe. It was a pleasure hearing of these
travels and the learnings that we can incorporate into our club which
were kindly shared by some members.
For our resilient golfers, the reciprocal program served its purpose and
proved to be highly beneficial. Golf courses in London and Singapore,
in particular, were in great demand. The picturesque settings of these
courses played on by many a ‘master’ of the sport only remind us of
how fortunate we are to have similar opportunity right here at home.
Meanwhile back at the ranch, the team comprising of Vikas Anand and
Rakesh Bakshi as well as the team of Anuj Sood and M.P. Singh battled
it out with consistency, composure and a highly evolved level of
precision. In the end the later won the DLF Golf Club ‘Team Match
2022’.
Keeping with the weather conditions the club members enjoyed our
scuba event held at the sports complex. Participating members and
their families especially the children cooled off in our pristine and well
kept pools whilst honing a new skill altogether. And finally, for our
social enthusiasts we had some sublime evenings on the lawns with a
range of entertainment including Unplugged Evening and
Percussionist.
In the later half of this month do keep a look out for an email survey
from us. As we continue to evolve we would love to hear from you, our
beloved members, on what you would like to see organized at your club!
See you soon!

Tusch Daroga
Assistant Vice President
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Scuba Camp at the Club

Two Days Scuba Camp bubbles up the Summer Vacation of the Children

Hole–in–One
Guninder Singh achieved her first hole-in-One on the 1st. She hit
her 7 iron into the hole on the 8th hole of the Arnold Palmer
course. The shot was witnessed by her playing partners; Roopa
Saluja & Ankita Anand.

Punit Nikore achieved his first hole-in-One on the 2nd . He hit his 3
wood shot into the hole on the 16th hole of the Garry Player
course. The shot was witnessed by his playing partners; Raman
Mathur, Amit Aurora and Vikram Bhatia.

Ace Guninder Singh

Ace Punit Nikore

Vijay Anand Reddy achieved his first hole-in-One on the 22nd. He
hit his 9 iron into the hole on the 5th hole on Garry Player course.
The shot was witnessed by his playing partners; Biswajit Pandey,
KK Sindhu and Karan Chaudhri.

Sunil Jasuja achieved his first hole-in-One on the 23rd. He hit his 8
iron into the hole on the 5th hole of Garry Player course. The shot
was witnessed by his playing partners; MP Singh, Rajiv Bal and
Surjit Singh.

Ace Vijay Anand Reddy

Ace Sunil Jasuja

Dlf Men's Team Match Play 2022
The DLF Men's Team Match Play 2022 commenced on May 30, 2022. A total of 29 teams registered their names for the event. They were divided into
two pools, Upper Half and Lower Half, with 16 matches on each side. The matches were played within the stipulated five rounds i.e., 1st Round: 30
May— 03 June, 2nd round: 06 — 10 June, Quarter-Finals: 13 — 17 June, Semi-Finals: 20 — 24 June, and the final round.
UPPER HALF — FIRST ROUND: 16 teams (eight matches) participated. Team Mayur Rastogi and Arun K Khanna moved to the next round.
Team Arjun Soin & Raahil Dhawan beat Team Zafar Baig & Mohit Talwar after 16th hole by 3 up and moved to the 2nd Rround. Team Simran S
Sachdeva & Abhishek Dhaka beat Team Angad Pasricha & Khyat Mahajan by 9 up on 11th hole and moved to the 2nd round. Team Himanshu Puri &
Sanjiv Datta team beat Armaan Anand, who was also defending champion, in the Individual Match Play 2022. Anand played against the duo as his
partner was not available by 6 up on 14th hole and moved to the 2nd round. Team Dewan Kabir Nath & Dewan Rakesh Nath beat Team Manoj Mehra
and Chetan Sobti by 6 up on 14th hole and moved to 2nd round. Team Vikas Anand & Rajesh Bakshi beat Vikram Bakshi who represented the team and
played alone against duo by 5 up on 14th hole and moved to 2nd round. Team Rishabh Periwal & Madhav Garg beat James McDonald (who represented
the team alone) by 5 up on 14th hole and moved his team to play the 2nd round in the due course of time. Team Mahesh Joshi and Ashish Sethi beat
Team Karan Chaudhri and Samit Kapur by 1 up on 19th hole after a sudden death play-off and moved to the 2nd round.
LOWER HALF - FIRST ROUND: 16 teams participated. Eight matches were played wherein Team Aamer Kandhari & Anish Dandwani, and Team
Anuj Sood & MP Singh got to the next round directly and six matches were played. Team Hemant Wassan & Rajat Kumar beat Team Atul Vashisth &
Vishal Bakshi by 4 up on 16th hole and moved to 2nd Round. Team Niren Gupta & Kawal Nain Singh got a walk-over from Team HS Gill & Sunil Mehra
due to health issues and moved to the 2nd round. Team GD Sharma & Damanpreet Kochar beat Team Aaryan Dev Singh & Karan Dhir by 5 up on 15th
hole and moved to the 2nd round. Team Damanjit Kohli & Karan Bedi got a walk-over from Team Amit Prasada & Dipankar Sanwalka due to nonavailability and moved to the 2nd round. Team Piyush Mehta & Sachin Mutreja beat Team Amit Kumar & Basant Kumar by 9 up on 11th hole and
moved to the 2nd Round. Team Madhav Bal & Rajiv Bal beat Team Vipul Mehra & GS Chadha by 4 up on 15th hole and moved to the 2nd round.
UPPER HALF - SECOND ROUND: 8 teams took part and four matches were played. Team Arjun Soin & Raahil Dhawan beat Team Zafar Baig &
Mohit Talwar after 17th hole by 2 up and moved to the quarter-finals. Team Simran S Sachdeva & Abhishek Dhaka beat Team Himanshu Puri & Sanjiv
Datta by 59 up on 14th hole and moved to the quarter-final round. Team Vikas Anand & Rajesh Bakshi beat Team Dewan Kabir Nath & Dewan Rakesh
Nath by 4 up on 14th hole and moved to the quarter-final round. Team Rishabh Periwal & Madhav Marg beat Team Mahesh Joshi & Ashish Sethi by 1 up
on 18th hole and moved to the quarter-final.
LOWER HALF — SECOND ROUND: 8 teams participated and four matches were played wherein Team Aamer Kandhari & Anish Dandwani beat
Team Hemant Wassan and Rajat Kumar by 1 up on 18th hole and moved to the quarter-final round. Team Niren Gupta & Kawal Nain Singh beat Team
GD Sharma & Damanpreet Kochar by 3 up on 16th hole and moved to the quarter-final round. Team Anuj Sood & MP Singh team beat Team Damanjit
Kohli & Karan Bedi by 5 up on 14th holes and moved to the quarter-final round. Team Madhab Bal & Rajiv Bal beat Team Piyush Mehta & Sachin
Mutreja by 2 up on 17th hole and moved to the quarter-final round.
UPPER HALF — QUARTER ROUND: 4 teams took part and two matches were played. Team Simran S Sachdeva & Abhishek Dhaka beat Team
Raahil Dhawan & Arjun Soin wherein Raahil Dhawan played alone against the duo as his partner Arjun Soin was out of station. Team Simran S
Sachdeva & Abhishek Dhaka won the match by 6 up on 15th hole and moved to the Semi-finals. Team Vikas Anand & Rajesh Bakshi beat Team Rishabh
Periwal & Madhav Garg by 3 up on 17th hole wherein Rishabh Periwal played the match against duo as his partner Madhav Garg was not available to play
the match.
LOWER HALF—QUARTER ROUND: 4 teams participated and two matches were played, wherein Team Aamer Kandhari & Anish Dandwani
beat Team Niren Gupta & Kawal Nain Singh 3 up on 17th hole and moved to the semi-final round. Team Madhav Bal & Rajiv Bal gave walk-over to
Team Anuj Sood & MP Singh as they were not available to play the round. Anuj Sood & MP Singh team moved to the semi-final round.
UPPER HALF — SEMI FINAL: Two teams qualified. One match was played between Team Vikas Anand (11) & Rajesh Bakshi (13) and Simran S
Sachdeva (9) after 11th hole. He was playing alone against duo because his partner Abhishek Dhaka was not available. After ninth hole, Vikas Anand &
Rajesh Bakshi team was 8 up on 10th hole at PAR and they won the 11th hole. The score became 9 up. Holes remaining to be played were seven. Vikas
Anand & Rajesh Bakshi moved to the finals.
LOWER HALF — SEMI FINAL: Two teams qualified. One match was played between Team Anuj Sood (4) & MP Singh (8) and Team Aamer
Kandhari (2) & Anish Dandwani (13). The former won the match on 18th hole by one up. After 9th, Team Anuj Sood & MP Singh was 2 up. 10th, 11th,
and 12th were played at level and scores remained 2 up. They lost 13th and the scores became one up. Aamer Kandhari & Anish Dandwani put a good
fight on each hole and 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th were played at level and scores remain one up on completion of 18th hole and Anuj Sood & MP
Singh team won the match.

Team Vikas Anand and Rajesh Bakshi with Simran S Sachdeva

MP Singh with Anish Dandwani, Aamer Khandari and Anuj Sood

Scuba Diving Camp
In our constant endeavor to come up with niche events at the Club, we organized yet another series of scuba-diving sessions. Scuba-certified trainers
from SDFI organized a 2-day session at the club. After the 2-day event, successful members received a certificate from the National Adventure
Foundation. Our little dolphins Ayaan Bakshi, Vedika Singh and Giana Rao were the most excited among the group.

Members enjoyed the underwater experience

Reciprocal Club of the Month
Moor Park Golf Club
Moor Park Golf Club offers one of the most
impressive private members clubs in the United
Kingdom. Boasting two Harry Colt designed
championship golf courses – The High and The West.
The High Course has regularly featured in the Top 100
golf courses in England and is host to many prestigious
events including The Carris Trophy, British Open
Regional Qualifying and is home to the Hertfordshire
Bowl. Alongside the golf courses, we offer a world
class short game area and practice facilities. Off the
golf courses, Moor Park offers thirteen beautifully kept
tennis courts of mixed surfaces which allows our
Members to play tennis all year round. Our enviable
grass courts are the pinnacle of the Club during the
summer months and admired by all.
To book your Tee time write to : madan-shweta@dlf.in.
Please note the tee time confirmation is at the
prerogative of the reciprocal club. DLF Golf club
holds no responsibility in case of no slot is available.

Evening Symphonies
On the 19th, the Club organized an event called Evening Symphonies at The Pavilion. The band “Western Blues”, received a lot of requests from the
crowd, who swayed to their music.

Members enjoyed The Evening

Unplugged Evening
On the 25th, the Club organized an unplugged evening at The Pavilion. The members were enraptured by the notes of the artist.

Thousand volts of smile from our members

Percussion Evening
On the 26th, The Club organized Percussion Evening at The Pavilion Bar. The combination of the skyline view and the Percussionist performance
shook every member's heart.

The percussionist’s performance

From our Superintendent's quill
Greens — The greens have recovered well post renovations and are growing smoothly within the desirable speed
range. Their quality and density are at an expected level as we prepare the surfaces for the stressors of the Monsoon
Season. Whilst the Monsoon conditions are generally stressful for Putting surfaces due to low light, high
temperatures, and high humidity levels, the greens are still expected to be Putting well throughout this period.
Tees, Fairways & Approaches — Teeing grounds, approaches and fairways have been renovated and are now in good
condition. The transition period is a difficult time for the over-seeding process, during which neither the perennial
rye spp. nor the bermudagrass spp. have the full density required. Approximately, 8-12 weeks are required for the
bermudagrass to reach 100% density and provide a quality playing surface. The speed at which full bermudagrass
spp. density can be achieved is weather- dependent and assisted by the maintenance team through sodding.
Roughs — The roughs have improved and are being continually managed to ensure full density. Most of the areas are
now well-established and only a handful areas that receive heavy shade need further sodding.
Landscapes — Positive results are being achieved in the landscapes with the re-establishment of the native grass
Shaun Satterly
areas and the maintenance of the smaller trees and shrubs. The overall health of the landscape system is improving
significantly, and the results can be seen around the course. Trees, shrubs, and landscapes are displaying more vigour and the overall presentation has
improved. Notably, the Red Fountain Grass on holes 3,4,10,11 & 12 has improved significantly. The team will continue to focus on improving all areas to
raise the level of presentation and playability.

Cocktail of the Month
ROB ROY
INGREDIENTS:
45 ml Woodford reserve
15 ml sweet vermouth
4 dash Angostura Bitter
PREPARATION:
Add all the ingredients into a mixing glass over
ice and stir.
Strain into a chilled cocktail glass.
Garnish with 2 speared brandied cherries.

Recipe of the Month
BAKED BEAN QUINOA BURGER
INGREDIENTS:
Olive oil : 1 tsp
Onion (diced) : 1
Garlic clove (chopped) : 1
Red pepper (diced) : 1
Jalapeño (diced) : 1
Ground cumin : ½ tsp
Cooked quinoa : 100g
Can bake beans (rinsed and drained) : 100g
Salt and pepper to taste
Japanese panko breadcrumbs : ½ Cup
Burger bun : 1
Few Lettuces leaves
Thin sliced red onion : 1
Avocado ripe thin sliced : 1
Methods
Bring the quinoa and water to a boil in a saucepan. Reduce heat to
medium-low, cover, and simmer until the quinoa is tender and the water
has been absorbed, about 15 to 20 minutes.

Roughly mash the black beans with a fork leaving some whole black beans
in a paste-like mixture.
Mix the quinoa, breadcrumbs, bell pepper, onion, garlic, cumin, and salt
into the black beans using your hands. Combine all the ingredients
together to form dough from the black bean mixture into patties.
Heat the olive oil in a large skillet, now cook the patties in the hot oil until
heated through, 4 to 5 minutes per side. Arrange on a toasted burger bun
with sliced onion, lettuce, and sliced avocado.

Academy

News

Putting Technology at the DLF Golf Academy

Putter Path

T

he swing path geometry
and the direction is the 2nd
most important factor in
the Putting stroke after the face
angle. The following points about
the Putter path geometry and
direction should be noted:
1.

The Putter path determines
the ball direction by about
18%.
2.
The Putter path should be
straight around impact.
3. The Putter path can be slightly arced at the beginning and the end
of the stroke.
4. The start and end position of the Putter path should be consistent
while making the same Putt.
5. Irregular swing path will result in off – center contact with the ball.

6.

The Putter path is often used to compensate for misaligned
Putter face angles.
7. A 5 degree direction error in the Putter path will result in missing
the hole in a Putt of 12 feet.
When we train students to achieve a good Putter path, we look to achieve
the below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A Putter path that is straight or slightly arced.
No backswing loop.
Putter direction pointing exactly at target.
A consistent backswing and a consistent end position.
The Putter face square on path.

Next month, we shall look at some of the common faults that may arise in
the Putter path of a player and how an instructor may look to rectify them.
- Anitya Chand
Director of Instruction

Achievement in Golf Tournament
THAILAND JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT TOUR (TJDT)
The Thailand Junior Development Tour Event #1 was held at the Blue Canyon Country Club, Phuket, Thailand from 17-19 June 2022. A group of 12
students from the DLF Golf Academy accompanied by coach Anitya Chand and Nakul Paliwal participated and showcased tremendous performance.
The juniors took away life long memories and learnt how to prepare for international tournaments.

Udai Aditya Middha (right) was the winner for ‘B’ category boys and
Pritish Singh Karayat (left) finished 2nd runner up in ‘B’ category boys

Lavanya Jadon finished runners up in ‘A’ category girls. She played
78,78,83 over 3 days.

Nitzana Bhatia finished 2nd in the IGU Sub-Junior & Junior Feeder Tour
held at the Frima Golf Course in Dehradun.

Kartik Singh won the IGU Junior Boys National Golf Tour
played at the East Point Golf Course, Visakhapatnam from 31 May 3 June 2022.

Zara Hussain won the Greens to Glory Junior Golf Tour held Wish Town
Golf Course, Noida and she also qualified to play Junior Africa Challenge
2022 in South Africa.

Junior Golf Summer Camp

T

wo summer camps were organized in June by our senior professionals, senior instructors, and fitness experts. In these Junior Golf Camps, we
received an overwhelming response with the participation of 63 juniors. The participants were between the ages 5 and 15, who got their first
lesson in golfing.

We also had three professional golfers, Jahanvi Bakshi, Manu Gandas, and Veer Ahlawat, conducting golf clinics for the camp. It was a great experience
for the juniors to interact with the professional players.

Putting Techniques - by Deepinder Kullar

A

ll of us who have played the game long enough know the importance of Putting well. There are fourteen clubs in the bag yet almost forty
percent of the shots during a round of golf are played with only one club - the putter. So, this is the club you want to be in love with if you want
to shoot low scores.
The tour pro, who hits twelve greens in regulation, averages twenty-nine putts a round. The next time you go out on a round of golf, try counting the
number of Putts you take. This will tell you how many shots you are dropping just on the putting green. Let us face the fact that everyone cannot hit the
ball over three hundred yards, but anyone can learn to Putt well if they train correctly. Over the next few months, I will give you some insight into this.
There are three skills attached to putting well:
1. Starting the ball in the desired direction
2. Controlling the speed
3. Green reading
Golf is a target sport and to start the ball in the desired direction you must learn to align correctly. I see a common misconception when it comes to
aligning correctly over a putt. There is a tendency to pay too much attention to where the feet are aiming. In fact, they are of little significance. The most
important alignment line is the putter face because that is what sends the ball at the time of impact. This is followed by the eyes and the shoulders, which
should be aligned parallel to where the face is aiming (see pic). The eyes help in perceiving the line correctly and the shoulders help in swinging the putter
on the correct path. It is difficult for the players themselves to check if they are aligned correctly so they must seek help in improving on this aspect of the
game. You may also experiment by making a line on the ball with the help of a marker pen. Align the ball correctly when you place it on the green, as it is
easier to align when you are in line with the target (sitting behind the ball) as compared to when you are side on (at the address position).

The Putter face, the eyeline and the shoulder line are the most important
alignment lines in putting.

You may use a line on the golf ball to aid in aligning correctly.

A Masterclass in Golf Fitness - by Anjali Yadav

B

Ice vs Heat Pack

oth icing and heating play a crucial role in pain relief. But one is
always confused whether to use as an ice pack or a heat pack for
better pain relief.
If we talk about ice pack, it should be used right after an injury or after an
activity that aggravates a chronic condition. Cold therapy slows down the
blood flow to an injury, which reduces swelling, inflammation, and pain.
Ice is good for migraine, headaches, bumps, sprains, and strains that may
occur with sports, slips, falls or lifting.
Coming to heat packs, heat is a great way to help loosen up stiff joints and
tight muscles, it is also a good method of pain relief for tension headaches
and other chronic conditions like back pain with a history. Heat therapy
opens blood vessels, which increases blood flow, relaxes muscles, and help
alleviate pain. Always wait 48-72 hours after an injury before considering
heat therapy.
When in doubt, use ice!

Guests of Airtel attended a Golf Clinic where they learned the basics of the game.

July Calendar
6th-18th

8th - Friday

13th - 27th

Enjoy a scrumptious Meal
in a Bowl at The Pavilion

Keep it classic with Country Music
by Winston Balman

Welcome the rains with Chai and
Fritters at The Garden Café

16th - Saturday

17th - Sunday

16th – 17th

20th- 22nd

Wellness camp

"Care for Yourself"
A Talk Session with Dr Aditya An accomplished Neurosurgeon

Squash Tournament

Enjoy the flavours of
Hyderabad by Chef Ruheen

24th - Sunday

Through-out July

Through-out July

Swimming Gala

Relish Mango Kulfi at The Pavilion

Set the tone for the evening by sipping
Beer Concoctions at The Pavilion Bar

* The Golf Course & Academy Open for regular play.
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